Big Happenings In Health4Haiti!
Coffee!

Medica Mamba

Container has arrived

Health4Haiti launches new coffee sales - by Eric Miller, RN

For ordering information contact us at:
561-4300
OR, Pick up some at Solar Roast Coffee
226 N. Main St. Pueblo CO 81003

Medical Peanut Butter
Made in Haiti
The container we
shipped from Denver
in June arrived in
Gonaives Friday,
August 12th, 2011

Medika Mamba pilot program
Medika Mamba is an energy-dense, highly nutritious peanut
butter paste that is made in Haiti using local raw materials and
local labor. This paste is being adopted major international
organizations, like UNICEF and the World Health Organization,
because it is very effective at treating malnutrition and is inexpensive: the 10 kg of paste it takes to save a child's life costs
around $65.
Jason Sims made contact with the non-profit organization in
Cap Haitien making this special food designed to revive malnourished children, Meds and Food for Kids. They have started
a pilot program to have local clinics in Haiti use their product to
feed malnourished kids, and have selected our new clinic, St
Basile’s, as one of their pilot clinics!
Training has already been done. In July, Jason received this
update from them:

It contains medical supplies for the
new clinic and the ‘warehouse’ hospi-

”training went very well: Dr. Ronald, Ms Edline, and Ms Jocqueline [our new doctor, nurse
and nurse auxillary] all were great participants. I'm confident in their abilities; they all
seemed eager to start.”

tal where we do our surgeries, including:

Then, August 8th, Jason received this message:

X-ray machine for the new
clinic

“I spoke w/ Ms. Edlene this morning on the
phone. Sounds like things are going quite well
at Clinique St. Basile. We're delivering 100
more kg of Medika Mamba to them tomorrow.”

Furniture for the clinic
Bandages, supplies of all
kinds
Computers
Ultrasound
Lab Equipment
EKG Machine
Exam Tables

How ‘bout them apples? (Peanuts, that is.)

